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Where is
Grand Queen

Xu?

We should
get out of here.
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SPECTERSPECTER
OUTLAWOUTLAW Pete Nguyen

Pete Nguyen
After breaking Specter Realm law interfering
with dreams, Orin returns to reclaim his three
warrior items that were taken while
imprisoned. He now has the Focus Sword.

Orin Nguyen,
Specter Outlaw

Madeline As a child, she found a teddy bear imprisoned while her
mom cleaned a mansion. She promises the teddy bear
to free him later, and when she grows older, she buys
the mansion allowing her to free the teddy bear.
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Previously in Specter Outlaw
Specter Outlaw makes a deal with the Dream Weaver to deliver a
powerful ghost cat, Opal, to an extinct race of wizards known as 
the Lucid. They finally found one, and her name is Alana Zato.
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A Restaurant in Cloudbend.

This is a Lucid. She is
young, self-trained
(in a way), and has a

chip on her shoulder.

There are some people
coming to talk to her.

Most of them won't be
alive in about ten minutes.
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Greetings,
noble wizard. I am Tao

Lung. Are you the Lucid known
as Alana Zato?

Your silence
means that you are.
Do you know who

we are?

You are
all the grunts sent to
die as my message to
Grand Queen Xu.

You mind
your tongue,

little girl!
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We know you
are looking for our

Grand Queen. I think you
should just leave this

town before you end up
like the other Lucid.

SLAM

Let me show
you what a little

girl can do.
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Alana Zato makes a
man's head explode.

And another.

She burns
another.

A face now
with a hole.

Her brutality juxtaposed by
the grace at which she walks.

Tell your master that if she
does not surrender when I arrive
at her tower, she will pay the same

price as the men she sent.
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I'm going to miss Opal the Ghost
Cat when we drop her off to this Lucid.
But I guess that was part of the deal.

We're nearing
Cloudbend where Aria

said Alana Zato is.

Speaking of
which, you still
haven't told me
what the Dream
Weaver promised
you after you
deliver Opal to

the Lucid.

It's a
family
secret. 

Specter Outlaw's wakespear: The Songsiren.

I don't want to
talk about it unless I
can see for myself

that it's true.
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I wonder
how the Dream

Weaver is connected
with this cat...

There are rumors
of problems with the
Authorities in the

Specter Realm and a
growing faction.

I'm guessing
this cat makes

things worse or
better for them.
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Xu Tower.

Greetings. I am Tao
Lung, assistant to the

Grand Queen Xu.

We are looking for treasure,
adventure, and trouble!

Uhh, we are just travelers
passing through and looking

for room and board.

How may
the House of
Xu help you?
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Well...

The Oneironautic King! I
apologize. I did not

recognize you right away.

Oh, that's
not...that's not

necessary.

Come, King.
The Grand Queen 

Xu awaits you.

The Oneironautic
King visits my seam. What

an absolute honor!

You are even
more majestic in

person. The rumors
do not do you

justice.

Ahh, yes. Why
thank you, Grand

Queen Xu.

I have a
proposition for you. A
violent mage called

a Lucid hunts me. Between
royalty, I ask that you
help me kill her as she

threatens my life.

I Bow
to you,
King!
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And what does
the Grand Queen Xu

offer should I complete
this task for her?

Oh...
Information,

my King.

I know why
the Obscurio hunts

the ghost cat.
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Alana Zato has
to be in this forest

somewhere...
Welp...

I think
we found

her.
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Hi. I'm guessing
you are Alana
Zato. I'm Orin.

I am much too
young to care

for a pet.

Hold on
a moment...

Alana walks past
Orin dismissively as
Madeline watches.

Alana hops
off the rocks

We've been tasked to
bring this ghost cat to be

in the care of a Lucid.

And I'm
madeline.
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Don't touch
me, Specter.

A Specter
Warrior
Caste?

You're no Specter
Warrior Caste. Who

trained you?

I am the
Oneironautic King.
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I may
know
where
to find

someone
take care
of this

ghost cat
if you

help me
take down
the Grand

Queen.

I can't take
her down. She knows why
the Obscurio hunts Opal.

The
Obscurio
hunts this
ghost cat
because it
has very

rare magic
that can
allow

others to
wakewalk.

Wakewalk?

The ability to invade daydreams.
The Obscurio wants to do

experiments on your cat to find
out how to get that power.

Looks like
you have a deal,

Alana Zato.

Help me
and I'll

help you find
a worthy
caretaker.
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Grand Queen
Xu. Your reign of

terror ends. Surrender
and tell me what I
want, or face the
consequences.

Lucid and the
Oneironautic King
together? Your

ancestors would be
ashamed. Come and
get me if you can.
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No--

Death
suits you,
Tao Lung.
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Did you
think you can
stop me, Xu?

plan wasn't
to stop you.

Of course.
All a clever ruse.

It is. All
a ruse for the

Obscurio to get
that ghost cat.
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Orin runs in a panic to
where he told Madeline
and Opal to stay while

they attacked Xu Tower.

But them, and the
Songsiren, were no-
where to be found.

He told them to
stay at the Songsiren.
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I must leave. I was able to
extract the information I needed
from Grand Queen Xu. But I have

someone in mind to help take care
of Opal and keep her away from

the Obscurio.

I have to find the Songsiren
and save Madeline and Opal

before I can hand Opal over.

Good luck then,
Oneironautic King.

May our paths cross
next time in better

circumstances.
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Mare Turmoil's Wakespear,
the Vassal-12, is docked
inside the Songsiren.

Madeline is tied up in
dark branches and thorns
along with Opal the Ghost
Cat encased in a cat cage

with the same magic.

Mentor. I have the ghost
cat and the Oneironautic

King's little friend.

Orin will find
you. And when

he does...

It's you behind
all this?

Who else
would need to
break the One-
ironautic Code
and Wakewalk?

wait...

Madeline sees who
really is responsible

for all of this.
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Bring her and
the cat here. Let

the Specter Outlaw
come into the Pit. 

We will
show him who

the real king of
the Oneironautic

Realm is.
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Did you like this story? Check out
this story of where Opal the

Ghost Cat came from!
Only available at shows (or

if you order by messaging the
Instagram: PPNCreations)
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